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Problem:  Analytical DBMS engines incorporate a crucial component called as query optimizer to pick             
an efficient query plan for execution. In order to find the optimal plan, we need an accurate                 
cost model. An accurate cost model also helps in predicting the performance (execution time)              
of a query plan. Predicting query execution time is increasingly important in the context of               
databases as a service, along with system management decisions such as admission control,             
query scheduling and progress monitoring.  

Project:  The goal of this project is to use machine learning techniques for Proteus [2], an in-house                
DBMS engine for analytical queries. Proteus currently uses Calcite [1] which is a cost-based              
optimizer to generate plans. The student needs to evaluate the performance of state-of-the-art             
machine learning techniques which exist for relational database systems by adopting it to             
Proteus (one such attempt for RDBMS can be seen in [3]). To start with, the student can                 
assume a simplistic model of the engine and evaluate its performance. Then, expand the              
scope of the earlier model to handle the practical scenarios. The outcome of the project is to                 
propose the best machine learning technique (either from literature or a new one) for the               
above mentioned problems which outperforms the baseline (i.e., Calcite). 

Plan: 
1. A literature survey of machine learning techniques for RDBMS
2. Implement and evaluate the state-of-the art RDMS technique for Proteus using simplistic model
3. Extend Step 2 to handle practical scenarios
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